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OverviewOverview

• Index Coding Problem

• Network Coding as an attractive technique for Index
Coding ProblemCoding Problem

• Our solution: “BENEFIT” for Index Coding with side
informationinformation

• Our solution: “Triangular Network Coding” for Index
Coding without side information

• Conclusion and Future WorkConclusion and Future Work
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The Index Coding ProblemThe Index Coding Problem

Consider a transmitter carrying a series of bits
P = {c1, c2, …, cM}

to transmit over a noiseless channel to a set of receivers
R {R R R }R = {R1, R2, …, RN}

where each receiver wants some information,
W(R ) ⊆ PW(Ri) ⊆ P .

and each of them already has some other information:
H(Ri) ⊆ P .( i) ⊆

Task: To deliver the requested information to all receivers.
Problem: How to minimize the length of transmission.
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The Index Coding ProblemThe Index Coding Problem

R1
H(R1)={c1,c2}

R1

R2
c1

W(R1)={c3}

H(R2)={c3}
W(R2)={c1}

R3 c2

W(R2)={c1}

H(R3)={c1}
W(R3)={c2,c3}

R4
c3

H(R4)={c2,c3}
W(R4)={c1}

5 users

3 bitsR5H(R5)={c3}
W(R5)={c2}

5 users
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Some extensions of the Index 
C di  P blCoding Problem

• The sender carries a set of packets instead of a series ofThe sender carries a set of packets instead of a series of 
bits (i.e. a packet as a basic unit).

• Broadcast transmission for each packet may not alwaysBroadcast transmission for each packet may not always 
be successful (i.e. erasure channel assumption).

• Special case: W(Ri) ∪ H(Ri) = P, ∀i (i.e. every user isSpecial case: W(Ri) ∪ H(Ri)  P, ∀i (i.e. every user is 
interested in all packets rather than some).

• Special case: H(Ri) = ∅, ∀i (i.e. all users have no side Spec a case ( i) ∅, ( e a use s a e o s de
information at the beginning of the process).
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ApplicationsApplications

The index coding problem is a fundamental transmissiong p
problem which occurs in almost all multicast transmission
scenarios.

• P2P file distribution
• Content distribution network• Content distribution network
• Opportunistic routing
• Wireless one-hop multicasting our interestp g
• Satellite communication
• and others…
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The origin of the problemThe origin of the problem

in INFOCOM 1998.
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Key DevelopmentKey Development

in IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science
(FOCS) October 2006(FOCS), October 2006
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Research OpportunitiesResearch Opportunities

Theoretical study:
• Bounds on the optimal length of INDEX codes• Bounds on the optimal length of INDEX codes.
• Methods to find bounds given a particular setup.

Coding design:
• Finding an efficient (computation & bandwidth) index 

coding scheme over GF(2q)
• Network Coding approach when q>1

XOR C di h h 1 f f thi t lk• XOR Coding approach when q=1  focus of this talk
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XOR Coding ApproachXOR Coding Approach

c1, c2, c3
c1,c2

R1

Broadcast 
channel

All users want 
all packets

c3

To transmit c to R c and c to R in traditional approach

R2

To transmit c3 to R1, c1 and c2 to R2, in traditional approach,
the sender will transmit c1, c2, and c3 separately.

With XOR coding, the sender can now transmit:
c1 and then c2⊕c3, which reduces one transmission.
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Network Coding ApproachNetwork Coding Approach

cR

c1, c2

c1
Broadcast 
channel

R1

R2 c2
All users want 

all packets

R3 c1⊕c2

XOR Coding fails to provide an efficient solution. A single
transmission of either c1 or c2 or c1 ⊕ c2 cannot deliver all
wanted packets to all users None of the transmission iswanted packets to all users. None of the transmission is
innovative.

H till t it i ti k t b iHowever, we can still transmit an innovative packet by using 
Network Coding. 11



Random Linear Network Coding 
(RLNC)(RLNC)

2c ⊕3ccR

2c1⊕3c2

2c1⊕3c2

c1, c2

c1
Broadcast 
channel

R1

R2 c2

2c1⊕3c2
R3 c1⊕c2

Let’s use Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC):
Broadcast “2c1 ⊕ 3c2”

“2c1 ⊕ 3c2” is innovative to all users.
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Erasure Channel ConsiderationErasure Channel Consideration

Broadcast R c 2c ⊕3cX
Round 1

3c ⊕5c

Round 2

c1, c2

Broadcast 
channel
(erasure)

R1

R2

c1

c2 2c1⊕3c2

2c1⊕3c2X
X

3c1⊕5c2

3c1⊕5c2

R3 c1⊕c2 2c1⊕3c2 3c1⊕5c2

• After Round 1, only R3 can recover all packets.
• Based on the feedback, the source then encode 

h k d b d llanother packet and broadcast to all users.
• Assuming no transmission error in Round 2, all users 

can now decode and recover all packets.p
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Various Network Coding 
T h i  f  I d  C diTechniques for Index Coding

For GF(2q) where q>1( ) q
• Deterministic Linear Network Coding (DLNC), optimal
• Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC), suboptimal

For GF(2), the main challenge is to find which set of packets
to XOR together to achieve maximum information delivery

S S• Some heuristics: Sparsest set clustering, color saving, etc.
• Sort-by-Utility
• BENEFIT our solution
• Triangular Network Coding, optimal our solution

(A new kind of Network Coding approach using both finite-
field and real-field operations)field and real-field operations)
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Focus of Our ProblemFocus of Our Problem

• Aim: To find an efficient Index Coding solution for
wireless multicasting of a set of packetswireless multicasting of a set of packets

• Assumptions:
• No side information at the beginningg g
• Erasure broadcast channel

• Constraints:
• Limited bandwidth (due to wireless channel).
• Limited computational power (due to mobile devices).

We focus on GF(2)We focus on GF(2).
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Why GF(2)?Why GF(2)?

Battery energy cost
• RLNC over GF(256) for iPod Touch has shown that• RLNC over GF(256) for iPod Touch has shown that 

packet encoding and decoding can account for up to 
33% of the battery energy consumption.

• Another study shows that XOR-encoding of 2 packets, 
each 1000 bytes long only consumes 191 nJ of energyeach 1000 bytes long only consumes 191 nJ of energy. 
Given that transmission of a packet of the same length 
over IEEE 802.11 network on Nokia N95 consumes 
2 31 J f th ll t f XOR di2.31mJ of energy, the overall energy cost of XOR-coding 
has no apparent effect (0.008%) on the total energy cost 
of encoding and transmitting a XOR coded packet.
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Why GF(2)?Why GF(2)?

Encoding and decoding throughput
• Encoding over GF(2) is approximately 8 times faster• Encoding over GF(2) is approximately 8 times faster

than encoding over GF(256) on iPhone 3G
implementation. Similarly decoding over GF(2) is
approximately 6 times faster than decoding over
GF(256) on the same testbed.
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GF(2) versus GF(2q)GF(2) versus GF(2 )

• Computational complexity • Throughputp p y

• GF(2) offers much lower 
encoding, decoding 

g p

• For GF(2), optimal 
solution is NP-complete. g g

computational complexity.

• LNC coding involves 

p
Throughput performance 
degrades with increasing 
network size and packet g

addition, multiplication 
and Gaussian elimination.
Much higher encoding, 

p
error probability.

• For LNC, when field size g g,
decoding computational 
complexity.

,
is larger than or equal to 
the number of receivers,  
an innovative packet can p
always be found in 
polynomial time. 18



Our ScenarioOur Scenario

Broadcast 
channel R1

H(R1)xt

Transmit
c1,…,cM

c1, c2, …, cM
(erasure)

R2

…

H(R2)

xt

Index 
Coding 1 M

first
RN

h

H(RN)xt

t
g

Algorithm

H(R1), H(R2), …, H(RN)
each user wants 

all packets

feedback
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Index Coding IterationsIndex Coding Iterations
• The source maintains a matrix describing missing 

packets of each user (‘1’ indicates missing):
c1  c2  c3  c4  c5    packets

R1 1   1   0   0   1
R2

Users R3
0   1   0   1   0
0   1   1   0   0

• The source executes the Index Coding Algorithm to 

R4 1   0   0   1   1

decide which set of packets to encode using XOR.
• After transmitting the encoded packet, the source 

collects feedback from all users.co ects eedbac o a use s
• Based on the feedback, the source updates the matrix 

and perform Index Coding Algorithm again. 20



Raw Transmissions (or no coding)Raw Transmissions (or no coding)

• After the systematic transmission, the source collects 
feedback and constructs the following matrix:

c1  c2  c3  c4  c5

feedback and constructs the following matrix:

1   1   0   0   1
0   1   0   1   0
0 1 1 0 0

R1
R2
R3

–0
–0

0

–0
–0

–0

00   1   1   0   0
1   0   0   1   1

R3
R4

–0
–0–0–0

–0

5 transmissions are required
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Sort-by-Utility (appeared in 2007)Sort by Utility (appeared in 2007)

c2  c1  c4  c5  c3c1  c2  c3  c4  c5 sort 
by

1   1   0   1   0
1   0   1   0   0

R1
R2

R1
R2

1   1   0   0   1
0   1   0   1   0

by 
utility –0

–0
–0

–0
–0

1   0   0   0   1
0   1   1   1   0

R3
R4

R3
R4

0   1   1   0   0
1   0   0   1   1

–0
–0

–0
–0 –0

• transmit c2
• transmit c1⊕c3transmit c1⊕c3
• transmit c4
• transmit c5

Total: 4 transmissions
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Our Solution: BENEFITOur Solution: BENEFIT

c1  c2  c3  c4  c5 c1  c2  c3  c4  c5

00R1
R2
R3

1   1   0   0   1
0   1   0   1   0
0 1 1 0 0

–0
0

R1
R2
R3

1   1   0   0   1
0   0   0   1   0
0 0 1 0 0

–0
–0

0

–0

R3
R4

0   1   1   0   0
1   0   0   1   1

–0
–0

R3
R4

0   0   1   0   0
0   0   0   1   1

–0
–0

c1  c2  c3  c4  c5

0 0 0 0 10R1
R2
R3

0   0   0   0   1
0   0   0   0   0
0 0 0 0 0

–0 We achieve by using 3 
transmissions

(optimal for this example)R3
R4

0   0   0   0   0
0   0   0   0   1–0

(optimal for this example)
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BENEFITBENEFIT

• It is a memory-based solution.
• It attempts to find a combination of packets that will be• It attempts to find a combination of packets that will be

innovative to all users.
• If the coded packet cannot be decoded immediately, thep y

packet will be buffered by the user.
• We found that many of the initially non-decodable

packets can be recovered as the index coding iterationpackets can be recovered as the index coding iteration
progresses.

• Due to buffering, the source does not always need tog, y
wait for the immediate feedback to optimize its encoding
decision.
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Results: Varying number of usersResults: Varying number of users

Near theNear the 
performance of DGC

DGC (optimal solution)
appeared in 2010

NOTE: Dynamic General-coding based scheme (DGC) is an instance of DLNC. It
proposes an optimal solution in polynomial-time using LNC where q ≥ ⎡log2N⎤.
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Results: Varying packet batch sizeResults: Varying packet batch size

Near the 
performance ofperformance of 
DGC (optimal)
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Results: DelayResults: Delay

RLNC is flat

BENEFIT records 
the lowest “loss 
recovery delay”
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Can we do better?Can we do better?

• There is still a gap between BENEFIT and the optimal
solution (RLNC or DGC)solution (RLNC or DGC).

• Can we narrow the gap yet maintaining low
computational complexity?

• ANSWER: “Triangular Network Coding”
It i i i f fi it fi ld (XOR) d l• Its uniqueness: mixing of finite-field (XOR) and real-
field (MUL by SHIFTING) operations.

• Main benefits: offers endless supply of linearlyMain benefits: offers endless supply of linearly
independent encoded packets and allows simple
decoding (XOR only).
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• Suitable for Index Coding with no side information.



Triangular Network CodingTriangular Network Coding

Supply of linearly 
independentindependent 

packets
Triangular 
Network

Nonlinear 
Network 
Coding

Network 
Coding

Linear 
Network 
Coding

g

XOR 
Coding

29
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Our Scenario: Index Coding 
ith t Sid  I f tiwithout Side Information

Broadcast 
F ll k?

Transmit
c1, c2, …, cM

channel
(erasure)

R1

R2

Full rank?

Full rank?

yt

Coded 
Packets

RN

…

Full rank?
feedback to decide

yt

yt

each user wants 
all packets

feedback to decide 
when to stop the 

transmission
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Triangular Network CodingTriangular Network Coding

Traditional XOR coding Triangular Network Coding

Triangular Network Coding offers:
• Efficient Decoding – Back-substitution procedure and 

XOR operation (next slide).
• Linear independency – All the coded packets are always 

linearly independent of the previously generated coded 

31

ea y depe de t o t e p e ous y ge e ated coded
packet.



B k S b tit ti P dBack-Substitution Procedure

Initial matrix. ‘0’s filled up using 
information from coded packet’s

32

information from coded packet s 
header.



Solve

Substitute
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Substitute

Solve
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Substitute

Solve
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Solved
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Triangular Network CodingTriangular Network Coding

Design a coding scheme such that g g
• The generated coded packet are back-substitution

ready.
• The generated coded packets are linearly independent• The generated coded packets are linearly independent.
• Endless supply of linearly independent coded packets.
• The source does not need feedback about the state of 

each user.

Triangular Network Coding trades space for both theg g p
decoding computational complexity (near XOR) and
performance (optimal).
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Bijective Function Mapping:
N t l N bNatural Number

Packet id (0,1,2,3)ac e d (0, , ,3)
or: 8c1+4c2+2c3+ c4

The number of Packet id (1,0,2,3)The number of 
redundant ‘0’ bits 
added at the head 
of the packet

Corresponding 
packet id.

or: 4c1+8c2+2c3+ c4

Such mapping always generates

46

Such mapping always generates 
a triangular pattern, which is 
solvable using back-substitution.



Back-Substitution Ready, but not 
l  F ll R k always Full Rank 

For 4 packets c1,…,c4, we can have:p 1, , 4,
• 8c1+4c2+2c3+c4 id=(0,1,2,3)
• 8c1+4c2+c3+2c4 id=(0,1,3,2)
• 8c +2c +4c +c id=(0 2 1 3)• 8c1+2c2+4c3+c4 id=(0,2,1,3)
• 8c1+c2+4c3+2c4 id=(0,3,1,2)
• 8c1+2c2+c3+4c4 id=(0,2,3,1)

( )

rank < 4

• 8c1+c2+2c3+4c4 id=(0,3,2,1)
• 2c1+c2+4c3+8c4 id=(2,3,1,0)
• …
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Generation Function, always Full 
R kRank
• Group 1

(0 1 2 3) (0 3 1 2) (0 2 3 1)(0,1,2,3), (0,3,1,2), (0,2,3,1)
• Group 2

(1,0,2,3), (3,0,1,2), (2,0,3,1)
M(M–1) of coded packets.

• Group 3
(1,2,0,3), (3,1,0,2), (2,3,0,1)

• Group 4

In this example, M=4 which 
gives 12 linearly 
independent equations(1,2,3,0), (3,1,2,0), (2,3,1,0) independent equations.
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More Generation FunctionsMore Generation Functions

• Group 2-1
(0,2,4,6), (0,6,2,4), (0,4,6,2)

• Group 2-2
(2,0,4,6), (6,0,2,4), (4,0,6,2)

another M(M–1) of coded 
packets

• Group 2-3
(2,4,0,6), (6,2,0,4), (4,6,0,2)

• Group 2-4p
(2,4,6,0), (6,2,4,0), (4,6,2,0)

• Group 3-1Group 3 1
(0,3,6,9), …

• and so on…
more M(M–1) of coded 
packets
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SummarySummary

• We have proposed two efficient GF(2) coding algorithms
for wireless multicastingfor wireless multicasting
• BENEFIT (near optimal) for Index Coding with side

information
• Triangular Network Coding (optimal) for Index Coding

without side information

• Future works
• Triangular Network Coding assumes H(Ri) = ∅ (noTriangular Network Coding assumes H(Ri) ∅ (no

side information). We’re developing an extension to
lift this limitation.
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• Apply Triangular Network Coding beyond Index
Coding Problem.
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